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Low temperature thermodynamic investigation of the phase diagram of Sr3Ru2O7
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We studied the phase diagram of Sr3Ru2O7 by means of heat capacity and magnetocaloric effect measurements
at temperatures as low as 0.06 K and fields up to 12 T. We confirm the presence of a new quantum critical
point at 7.5 T which is characterized by a strong non-Fermi-liquid behavior of the electronic specific heat
coefficient �C/T ∼ − log T over more than a decade in temperature, placing strong constraints on theories of its
criticality. In particular logarithmic corrections are found when the dimension d is equal to the dynamic critical
exponent z, in contrast to the conclusion of a two-dimensional metamagnetic quantum critical end point, recently
proposed. Moreover, we achieved a clear determination of the new second thermodynamic phase adjoining the
first one at lower temperatures. Its thermodynamic features differ significantly from those of the dominant phase
and characteristics expected of classical equilibrium phase transitions are not observed, indicating fundamental
differences in the phase formation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of new phases and the emergence of quantum
critical points (QCPs) play a key role in the phase diagrams
of a wide range of strongly correlated electron systems. Since
first being synthesized in single-crystal form [1,2], the layered
perovskite metal Sr3Ru2O7 has been the subject of intense
study due to its peculiar correlated electron properties [3].
In particular an unusual phase stabilized in the vicinity of
an underlying metamagnetic quantum critical end point has
attracted significant interest [3]. The fine balance of the ener-
getics involved in the formation of this phase due to competing
interactions at the quantum critical point in Sr3Ru2O7 is
evidenced by the dependence of the observed properties on
sample purity. Single crystals can be grown in image furnaces,
and, with care, residual resistivities ρ0 below 1 μ� cm can
be achieved [4]. For ρ0 in the range 3–5 μ� cm, a single
metamagnetic transition is observed. For fields applied in the
ab plane the transition occurs near 5 T with a magnitude of
∼0.25 μB/Ru and is first order below a critical end point
at approximately 1.2 K. As the field is rotated to the c axis,
the metamagnetic field rises to nearly 8 T and the end point
temperature falls to below 100 mK [5]. If ρ0 is reduced to below
1 μ� cm, however, qualitatively different behavior is seen,
with the phase diagram as currently known being summarized
in Fig. 1. Most prominently, a new phase (labeled “A”) bounded
in field by first-order phase transitions at 7.8 and 8.1 T and in
temperature by a second-order transition at 1.1 K was reported
[6–8], with signatures of another metamagnetic feature at 7.5 T.

More recent work on the latest generation of samples
revealed evidence for a putative second phase (“B”) extending
from 8.1 to 8.5 T, with a lower onset Tc of less than 0.6 K

[9,10]. This was shown particularly clearly in breakthrough
neutron scattering measurements that established incommen-
surate order with Q = (0.233,0,0) within the A phase and Q =
(0.218,0,0) within the B phase. In both cases the correlation
length of the ordered signal was greater than 350 Å and the
characteristic frequency of any fluctuations less than 1 GHz
[11].

This phase diagram is unusual in several ways. First,
the application of a uniform magnetic field stimulates the
formation of phases that feature finite q order. Second, the
resistivity rises substantially over the background value in both
enclosed phases. Third, in-plane transport in these phases has a
giant susceptibility to anisotropy [10,12] that can be stimulated
both by in-plane magnetic fields and by in-plane uniaxial strain
[13]. Finally, the curvature of the first-order transition lines
just above H1 and H2 implies that the entropy within the A
phase is higher than that at lower or higher fields. Although
not unprecedented (for example such phenomenology is at the
root of the Pomeranchuk effect in 3He) this is unexpected.

The unusual nature of the phase diagram motivated detailed
studies of the electronic properties of this material by, e.g.,
band structure calculations [14,15], angle-resolved photoe-
mission spectroscopy (ARPES) [16,17], and de Haas–van
Alphen (dHvA) [18,19] and magnetic Grüneisen parameter
measurements [20]. Although the band structure calculations
correctly predict the basic topography of the Fermi surface, the
ARPES experiments have shown that Sr3Ru2O7 is strongly
renormalized, with bandwidths a factor of 7–20 narrower
than the calculated values [16,17]. This is reflected in the
specific heat, which is 0.11 J/Ru-mol K2 in zero applied
magnetic field [2]. The strong correlations implied by these
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FIG. 1. Phase diagram of Sr3Ru2O7 with H ‖ c showing the
locations in the (T ,H ) plane of the key thermodynamic features
deduced from the specific heat and magnetocaloric measurements
described here and those published in Ref. [6]. In the background we
show a color plot of interpolated �C/T = [C(T ,H ) − C(T ,0)]/T

data to show the temperature and field development of the energy
scales indicated by the points. T ∗

1 is a crossover identified from a
maximum in �C/T [Fig. 3(a) for 7.3–7.6 T]. T ∗

2 is a similarly defined
crossover deduced from �C/T data for 8.3–9 T. T ∗ is a second
crossover scale as indicated in Fig. 3(a). TA and TB are identified
from features in �C/T as labeled in Figs. 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d). H3 is
identified from magnetocaloric data as shown in Fig. 4(c). See also
Fig. 7 of the Appendix.

observations are also evident in the magnetic properties. The
q = 0 magnetic susceptibility is large, corresponding to a
Wilson ratio of 10 and suggesting that Sr3Ru2O7 is on the
border of ferromagnetism. Indeed, modest uniaxial pressure
can drive it ferromagnetic [21], and applied fields in the range
5–8 T lead to metamagnetism [22]. In contrast to uniaxial
pressure, hydrostatic pressure weakens the magnetism, as
would be qualitatively expected in a Stoner picture in which
sharp features in the density of states near the Fermi level
are at the root of the strong correlations and magnetism
[23–25]. However, the situation seems to be more complex: In
a work carried out in parallel to this work, Tokiwa et al. have
established the existence of a second metamagnetic quantum
critical end point (QCEP) at about 7.5 T (H0 in Fig. 1) in
addition to the previously known one near 7.85 T and proposed
quantum critical regimes of both instabilities. According to
this analysis and the field dependence of the Sommerfeld
coefficient, the authors suggested that the nature of the QCP
near 7.85 T is that of a two-dimensional (2D) QCEP [20,26].

Overall these findings establish Sr3Ru2O7 to be a quasi-2D
strongly correlated metal in which magnetic interactions play
a crucial role. The role and interplay of the two QCEPs
in controlling the low-temperature/high-field phase diagram
and in particular the question of the nature of the phases
stabilized in the quantum critical regime clearly merit further
detailed studies. Although a first generation of thermodynamic
experiments established the phase boundaries of the A phase,
it revealed no strong signatures of the B phase [7]. In addition,
the experiments were cut off for technical reasons below 0.2 K,

an uncomfortably high temperature when studying a phase
diagram with a characteristic temperature scale of 0.5–1 K.
The purpose of the current work is to study the specific heat
and magnetocaloric effect in Sr3Ru2O7 in more detail, at higher
resolution and at lower temperatures than in the previous work.
We show that thermodynamic signatures of the B phase can
be resolved, but that they are much weaker than those of
the A phase indicating significant differences in the order
parameter. Crucially, a detailed quantitative analysis shows
that they cannot unambiguously be associated with classical
equilibrium phase transitions, raising the question of the role
of (quantum) fluctuations. Our low-temperature measurements
also reveal that a thermodynamic feature at 7.5 T (previously
assumed to be a crossover because of its width in field of 0.2 K)
in fact has the characteristics of a zero-temperature QCEP
related to a lower energy scale than those previously identified
as being crucial to the physics of Sr3Ru2O7. Intriguingly the
temperature evolution of this new quantum critical regime is
cut off at a scale associated with the dominant critical point at 8
T, implying a clear hierarchy of the energy scales and thereby
making Sr3Ru2O7 a rare example of a system with multiple
quantum phase transitions. The nature of the new QCEP is
discussed in light of the recent observation of quantum critical
scaling in the magnetic Grüneisen parameter [20].

II. RESULTS

Single crystals used in the measurements reported here
were grown and characterized using the methods described in
Refs. [4,27] and have a residual resistivity ρ0 = 0.5 μ� cm.
Specific heat was measured using the compensated heat pulse
method [28]. Experiments were performed at 37 different
fixed fields spanning 0 to 12 T, while varying temperature
from 0.06 to 4 K. The data shown in the paper have had
Schottky, phonon, and addenda contributions subtracted. Mag-
netocaloric measurements were performed in two different
experimental setups, optimized to study the magnetocaloric
effect in opposite limits. The first was an adaptation of
the calibrated nonadiabatic technique employed in Ref. [7],
but in a new apparatus with a reduced base temperature of
approximately 0.12 K. The second was quasiadiabatic, with
the advantage of enabling work at lower temperatures down
to approximately 0.06 K. Field sweep rates were 5 and 10
mT/min for the respective experiments.

In Fig. 2 we summarize our results for the field
dependence of the electronic specific heat coefficient
γ (H ) = C(T ,H )/T of Sr3Ru2O7. In particular, we show
in Fig. 2(a) �C/T = [C(T ,H ) − C(T ,0)]/T with γ0 =
limT →0 C(T ,0)/T = 0.103 ± 0.005 J/Ru-mol K2 for mag-
netic fields between 0 and 12 T, at a series of constant
temperatures from 4 to 0.1 K. The evolution makes an inter-
esting comparison with the detailed data for the temperature
dependence of C/T presented in Refs. [7,20]. All data sets
show the consistent picture that the degrees of freedom from
which the unusual low-temperature states form exist at high
temperatures and low fields, and “pile up” at low temperature
and fields around 8 T, suggesting an association between phase
formation and quantum criticality centered on approximately
that field. The field evolution and sharpening of the broad
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FIG. 2. (a) Electronic specific heat �C/T of Sr3Ru2O7 as a func-
tion of magnetic field for select temperatures. Curves are generated
from T sweeps at constant field. Magnetic entropy Sm/T as a function
of magnetic field calculated from these data is shown in the inset.
(b) Fits of the electronic specific heat coefficient �γ = �C/T at
100 mK with a function of the form �γ (H ) = γ0 + α[μ0(Hc − H )]n.
Fit 1 was performed with free parameters within the field range
between 0 and 7.4 T as done in Ref. [7]. The fit yields n =
−1.15,μ0Hc = 8.20 T, γ0 = −0.01 J/Ru-mol K2, and α = 0.075
(magenta line). Fit 2 was performed in the same range but with
fixed exponent n = −1/3 as done in Ref. [20]. This fit yields n =
−1/3, μ0Hc = 7.62 T, γ0 = −0.045 J/Ru-mol K2, and α = 0.08
(blue line). The green curve is the fit in Ref. [20].

peak seen at 4 K is the signature of that process in these
field-dependent measurements of �C/T .

Calculation of the entropy S is a particularly informative
way of highlighting the underlying physics in systems like
Sr3Ru2O7. Since we took temperature-dependent data at a large
number of closely spaced fixed fields we have in principle the
opportunity to determine the entropy as a function of field
and temperature. However, integration from T = 0 involves
assumptions about the behavior below the lowest measurement
temperature. If the metallic state is a known Fermi liquid, this
is a safe procedure as long as the measurements extend to
sufficiently low temperatures that γ has become temperature-
independent, allowing for a trivial extrapolation of C/T to
T = 0. Quantum criticality, in contrast, is often associated
with a logarithmic divergence of C/T , invalidating the use of
the Fermi liquid assumption in calculating S. Previous work
on Sr3Ru2O7 employed a combination of specific heat and
fully calibrated measurements of the magnetocaloric effect
to establish a Fermi liquid specific heat–entropy relationship

below 0.25 K for 0 < μ0H < 7.3 T and μ0H > 8.5 T [7,29].
In the inset of Fig. 2(a) we show the magnetic entropy Sm/T

calculated from our specific heat data using a Fermi liquid
assumption for the extrapolation of �C/T below 0.1 K. The
values shown can be expected to be correct for the field
ranges mentioned above, and to slightly underestimate Sm

for 7.3 < μ0H < 8.5 T. They illustrate the important point
(confirming that reported in Ref. [7]) that at all measured
temperatures, the entropy peak centers at approximately 8 T,
and becomes sharper as the temperature is decreased.

The lowest temperature data of Fig. 2(a) show that, below
0.4 K, a secondary sharp peak in �C/T (indicated by a
black arrow) emerges on the low-field side of the main peak,
centered on a field of about 7.5 T. This peak had previously
been identified, and associated with a metamagnetic crossover
since it is linked to a rise in magnetic moment and a peak
in entropy [6,7]. The previous base temperature of 0.25 K
for the entropy measurements did not, however, give the
chance to distinguish between a crossover and a very low
temperature continuous phase transition. Motivated by the
sharpness of the peak seen in �C/T at 0.1 K, we investigated
the range of fields close to 7.5 T using both specific heat
and magnetocaloric effect measurements. In Fig. 3(a) we
show the temperature evolution of the specific heat at 7.3,
7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 T. Above 1.5 K, the data show the same
strong logarithmic divergence previously reported for fields
above the A phase, but then something surprising happens.
The data show a pronounced kink at T ∗

1 followed, at 7.3,
7.4, and 7.6 T, by a broad peak at T ∗ = 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 K,
respectively. At 7.5 T, a second logarithmic divergence is seen
from 1 K to our lowest temperature of measurement at 0.06
K and is characterized by a large increase in �C/T of about
50 mJ/Ru-mol K2 [black points in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 7(d) of
the Appendix]. This lower temperature logarithmic divergence
has the same phenomenology as the behavior seen at much
higher temperatures [30]: degrees of freedom appearing as
field-dependent peaks in �C(T )/T turn into the logarithmic
divergence as their characteristic temperatures T ∗ are lowered
on the approach (from both high and low fields) to the critical
field of 7.5 T. However, the energy scale involved is lower,
the number of degrees of freedom smaller, and the magnitude
of the divergence lower than for the main phase diagram,
suggestive of a separate, “second stage” quantum critical point
as also observed in Ref. [20]. This is further born out by the
observation that thermodynamic signatures of this new critical
point only appear below the characteristic T ∗ (green points in
Fig. 1) which sets the relevant energy scale associated with the
dominant QCEP at 8 T.

To examine the thermodynamic properties in the region of
this critical point in more depth, we carried out magnetocaloric
measurements in two different limits. First [Fig. 3(b)] we
repeated the nonadiabatic measurement introduced in Ref. [7]
but using improved techniques that gave a base temperature of
0.117 K. At this temperature, the characteristic features are
already quite narrow in field, but to obtain magnetocaloric
information to an even lower temperature we performed
quasiadiabatic runs shown in Figs. 3(c)–3(e). In contrast to the
nonadiabatic technique, the essential features of the data across
the relevant field range have the same sign, and the magnetic
Grüneisen parameter �H = (1/T )(dT /dH )S [Fig. 3(d)] has
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FIG. 3. (a) T dependence of �C/T for fields in the region of
μ0H0 = 7.5 T. At H0,�C/T diverges to the lowest temperature of
measurement, and the states involved in this divergence are seen from
scans at 7.3, 7.4, and 7.6 T to be related to the depression of an energy
scale kBT ∗ towards T = 0. Magnetocaloric data using nonadiabatic
and quasiadiabatic methods are shown in (b) and (c) for 7 � μ0H �
7.8 T. The hysteresis seen in panel (c) is caused by irreversible heat
introduced at higher fields in the same data-taking run. This difference
in thermal history between the two sweeps is related to the first-
order phase transitions at H1 and H2 and also to possible friction
between the sample and its mounting plate and glue, due to large
magnetostriction in the region 7.8–8.1 T. (d), (e) Magnetic Grüneisen
parameter obtained from the field derivative of the T (H ) data.

the functional form characteristic of proximity to a quantum
critical point [20,31–33]. We also note that our data show a
strong temperature dependence below 0.2 K, and that a careful
analysis reveals a continuation of the sharpening up even below
0.08 K [Fig. 3(e)]. This last data set also illustrates why, at the
previous study’s base temperature of 0.2 K [7,29], the most
plausible interpretation of the Grüneisen parameter data was
in terms of a crossover related to a critical point located in phase
space well below T = 0, as proposed for instance in CeRu2Si2

[34]. In contrast, our new data and in particular the combination
of specific heat and magnetocaloric measurements give good
evidence for the existence of a previously overlooked QCP
in Sr3Ru2O7 at 7.5 T consistent with a very recent study of
the magnetic Grüneisen parameter [20]. It is worth noting that
a quantitative analysis of the Grüneisen parameter, e.g., the
determination of the prefactor Gr which is given by a simple

combination of critical exponents [32], is impeded by the
pronounced quantum oscillations at low fields [see Fig. 3(e)]
and the presence of first-order phase transitions at H1 and H2

(cf. Fig. 1).
Finally with regard to this new low-field QCP we would

like to note a peculiar behavior in the observed prominent
quantum oscillations upon traversing the critical field [see
Fig. 3(e)]. The repeatable oscillations seen between 5 and
7.45 T (see also Fig. 5 of the Appendix) are the result of
entropy oscillations with a main frequency of about 450 T, one
of the known quantum oscillation frequencies of Sr3Ru2O7

already observed in magnetocaloric effect measurements [19],
and their observation in these measurements emphasizes the
high quality of the sample. These oscillations are either absent
or of much smaller amplitude between 7.6 and 7.8 T. They
eventually reappear at higher fields H > H3 (see middle
panel of Fig. 5). Taken at face value, this might indicate a
Lifshitz transition involving part of the Fermi surface, but this
hypothesis needs to be checked further.

Next, we turn our attention to the high-field section of
the phase diagram, in which a putative phase B has been
suggested on the basis of thermal expansion [9], transport [10],
and neutron scattering measurements [11]. Previous work had
not revealed any pronounced specific heat or magnetization
signatures of entry to the B phase motivating in part our more
detailed investigation presented here. The likely H-T depen-
dence of the phase boundary meant that the best choice near
the junction with phase A would be specific heat measurements
as a function of temperature at a series of closely spaced fields,
while the high-field part would probably be better studied
with magnetocaloric traces at fixed temperatures. In Fig. 4(a)
we show the electronic specific coefficient γ as a function
of temperature from 4 to below 0.1 K at 7.7, 7.75, 7.9, and
7.95 T. The data for the latter two fields, cooling into the A
phase, are qualitatively similar to those previously published
in Refs. [7,30] for temperatures above 0.25 K. For comparison,
Fig. 4(b) shows data at the higher fields of 8.05, 8.1, 8.2,
8.3, and 8.4 T. In the high-temperature range a logarithmic
divergence associated with the critical fluctuations above the
A phase is observed. Then a relatively sharp kink is seen before,
at low temperatures, the data fall off weakly (see also Fig. 7 of
the Appendix). The location TB of this kink in �C/T is close
to that of the expected boundary for the proposed B phase, so it
is natural to speculate that TB is a phase transition temperature.
However, there is an important qualitative difference from the
feature TA seen at the boundary of the A phase in that the
feature rapidly broadens with increasing field. Even by 8.2 T,
where the characteristic temperature of the turnover in �C/T

remains very close to that at 8.05 T, the broadened maximum
would be difficult to associate with a phase boundary if it were
seen in isolation. In the higher field section, the magnetocaloric
data are even more tentative in nature. A very weak inflection
point H3 is observed, which is coincident within experimental
resolution with the feature seen in the specific heat sweeps at
8.2 and 8.3 T. This inflection point is temperature-dependent,
and can be followed in magnetocaloric sweeps at all bath
temperatures down to 0.05 K, but it is a weak and broad feature
at all these temperatures.

In Ref. [7] an empirical analysis method was proposed for
the temperature-dependent C/T data in the vicinity of the A
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FIG. 4. (a) The electronic specific heat coefficient �C/T as a
function of temperature at 7.7, 7.75, 7.9 and 7.95 T in the vicinity of
the A phase, and (b) at 8.05, 8.1, 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4 T, in the vicinity of
the B phase. (c) Magnetocaloric data for 8.075 � μ0H � 8.5 T and
0.05 � T � 0.5 K. The blue circles mark the locations H3 of a weak
feature (kink) that we tentatively associate with the boundary of the
B phase, but the data show no obvious signature of a phase transition.
(d) �C/T across the region of phase formation after subtraction of
the logarithmically diverging background signal extrapolated to low
temperatures, following the procedure described in the main text.
The data including this background are shown for 7.7 to 8.2 T in
Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). The data in the plot are shifted for clarity.

phase. The high-temperature logarithmic divergence at 7.9 T
was taken to be the background of the “normal” state above
Tc, extrapolated to low temperature and subtracted, in order
to estimate the contribution of the phase formation to the full
signal. In Fig. 4(d), we show the result of applying this analysis
procedure to the data from this study [see also Fig. 7(c) of
the Appendix]. For fields below those defining the A phase
(7.7 T), a pronounced but broad peak is seen even though there
is no evidence for the development of an order parameter.
The data at 7.9 T are slightly sharper with a sharp increase
below 1.1 K suggesting a phase transition into phase A, but,
interestingly, are not qualitatively different from those at 7.7
or 7.75 T. At 8.1 T, near the first-order transition line at H2,
a weak but sharp feature is still observed. In contrast, at 8.2
T the main observed feature is simply a sharp drop in �C/T

without any pronounced peak, consistent with the profound
difference between the phase transitions upon entering phase
A or B discussed above. One of the reasons that this subtraction
method was introduced in Ref. [7] was to check for entropy
balance associated with the A phase. In the current work, that
procedure shows entropy balance being achieved at the onset of
the rise in �C/T within experimental error at 7.7, 7.75 (fields
below those at which the A phase is thought to form), and 7.9 T
(within the A phase). It is not achieved at 8.1 or 8.2 T, on entry to
the proposed B phase. This analysis of specific heat data alone
certainly cannot be used to rule out B phase formation, because
it is based on an assumption about background subtraction that

may not be correct. However, Fig. 4(d) indicates that there is not
a universal functional form to the specific heat as one traverses
the region of proposed phase formation.

III. DISCUSSION

The QCP at 7.5 T is of interest not just because of its position
in the phase diagram, but also because it appears to be the
result of a “second stage” approach to quantum criticality. In
disordered samples for H ‖ c, a single QCP is seen at 7.9 T,
resulting from the suppression to low temperatures of spectral
weight associated, in zero field, with a 10 K energy scale [30].
This physics is illustrated by the specific heat and entropy data
of Fig. 2, and by the white symbols T ∗

1 of Fig. 1 which show
that the primary energy scale has been depressed to 2.5 K
by the time the applied field has reached 7 T. Previous work
has established that in more ordered samples with residual
resistivity below 1μ� cm, phase A can be observed. In crystals
of that quality, the single metamagnetic transition also splits
into three, at 7.5, 7.8, and 8.1 T (labeled in Fig. 1 H0, H1, and
H2, respectively). Extensive study has shown that the higher
field transitions coincide with the first-order boundaries of the
A phase as identified in Fig. 1, but less attention had been
paid to the metamagnetic feature at μ0H0 = 7.5 T. The data
of Fig. 2(a) show that, in these high-purity samples, the 7.5 T
metamagnetic feature is consistent with the suppression to zero
temperature of states associated with a second energy scale.
This new scale, of as yet unknown origin, is much lower than
the original one, but the qualitative thermodynamic phenomena
look the same in both cases: a peak in the specific heat is de-
pressed to progressively lower temperatures, becoming sharper
and eventually producing the logarithmic divergence [33].

The nature of the new 7.5 T QCP has been suggested to be
that of a 2D metamagnetic QCEP [20] based on scaling of the
magnetic Grüneisen parameter and a fit of the electronic spe-
cific heat coefficient of the form �γ (H ) = γ0 + α[μ0(Hc −
H )]n with fixed exponent n = −1/3 given by the theory
[26,35]. This fit [reproducible on our data; blue line in Fig. 2(b)]
yields μ0Hc = 7.62 T but a value for γ0 = 58 mJ/Ru-mol K2

which is approximately half of the Sommerfeld coefficient
measured at B = 0. In contrast, an assumption-free fit to our
data leaving all parameters γ0,α, and n free and ranging from
0 to 7.4 T (i.e., within the range in which Fermi liquid behavior
is observed at low T ) yields n ≈ −1, μ0Hc ≈ 8 T, and a more
correct value for γ0 = 93 mJ/Ru-mol K2 [magenta line in
Fig. 2(b)], as was already observed in the data of Ref. [30].
Technically, this discrepancy arises because a large change to
n can be compensated by a large change in γ0 if the fit is carried
out over a limited range of magnetic field. More broadly, it
seems dangerous to infer too much about critical scaling from
fits to the field dependence of the low-temperature specific heat
in a system such as Sr3Ru2O7 in which there is the possibility
of more than one critical point and in which the background
density of states is likely to be strongly field-dependent due
to field-induced changes of the Fermi surface. It is difficult to
separate these noncritical contributions to the specific heat or
magnetic Grüneisen ratio from the true critical ones.

These concerns are somewhat less relevant for the tempera-
ture approach to criticality because determining the functional
form from measurements at fixed field does not suffer from the
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problem of subtracting the contribution from a field-dependent
background electronic structure. The detailed measurements of
the temperature dependence of specific heat such as we report
here are therefore of considerable relevance to understanding
the nature of the criticality. In the entire region from 7.5
to 8.5 T, specific heat data taken at fixed field over more
than an order of magnitude in temperature show logarithmic
rather than power law divergences over more than an order
of magnitude in T . Critical scaling implies that logarithmic
divergences as a function of temperature go hand in hand
with logarithmic divergences as a function of field, so there
is a fundamental incompatibility between the temperature and
field-dependent data. However, considering multiple QCPs
near 8 T, temperature scans at the critical field of a selected
QCP will pick up mostly fluctuations of this particular QCP,
and less those of other QCPs nearby, giving a more precise
information about the nature of this particular QCP. Since the
observed logarithmic divergences are weaker than power law
divergences would be, our data seem compatible only with
critical theories for which the dimension d is equal to the
dynamic critical exponent z, in contrast to the conclusion drawn
in Ref. [20].

The observations that we report on “phase B” are equally
intriguing. The induced transport anisotropy experiments of
[10] gave a first indication that phase B is in some senses less
distinctly observable than phase A, since although the rise in
anisotropy at Tc was nearly as sharp as that in phase A, the
level of induced anisotropy did not saturate down to the lowest
temperature of measurement. Overall, the thermodynamic data
reported here give only weak indications of the existence of an
equilibrium phase, and do not look like the expectation for a
simple transition to a spin density wave phase that gaps out part
of the Fermi surface. In particular the thermodynamic signature
upon entering phases A and B from high temperatures are
distinctly different. This is in strong contrast to other systems
where magnetic order changes via first-order transitions as
a function of magnetic field such as CeAuSb2 [36]. While
this material also shows several magnetic low-temperature
phases separated by first-order transitions, the thermodynamic
features as a function of temperature such as the jump in C/T

are comparable in strength. Taken at face value the difference
in thermodynamic properties of the A and B phases seem to
indicate a fundamental difference in the phase formation and
role in fluctuations of the two phases despite the seemingly sim-
ilar magnetic ordering observed in neutron scattering. Weak
thermodynamic signatures reminiscent of those observed for
phase B have for example been observed in another quantum
critical itinerant system, NbFe2, at the transition into a q �= 0
order below about 10 K [37]. However, it is difficult to
compare the signatures observed in both systems since the
NbFe2 samples were of much worse quality than the Sr3Ru2O7

samples investigated here and at 10 K the specific heat of
NbFe2 is dominated by the phononic contribution. It is possible
that even in Sr3Ru2O7 samples of the quality studied here, the
disorder levels are still sufficiently high to be weakening the
thermodynamic signatures of B phase formation. Moreover,
the fact that there seems not to be a universal functional form
to the specific heat as one traverses the region of proposed
phase formation [highlighted in Fig. 4(d)] is surprising, given
the qualitative similarity of the neutron data for the proposed

static order in the A and B phases. Even more surprisingly, there
is less qualitative difference between the specific heat data for
the A phase and fields just below it (where no incommensurate
neutron signal is seen) than there is between the proposed A
and B phases.

The above considerations raise important questions about
the low-temperature phase formation in Sr3Ru2O7. Might the
true phase diagram consist of an A phase between 7.5 T and
H1, with q = 0 order but no incommensurate order, followed
by A and B phases but with thermodynamic signatures that are
difficult to interpret because the current levels of disorder lead
to glassiness rather than true long-range order? These are ex-
cellent samples, as evidenced by the prominent magnetocaloric
quantum oscillations seen in Fig. 2(e), but they may still not be
clean enough to allow the full development of fragile, disorder-
dependent states. Another concern with respect to the in-
commensurate magnetic order parameter might be time scale.
Although the reported experiment in Ref. [11] is static on the 4
μeV, 1 GHz energy and frequency scale of the neutron scatter-
ing measurement, nuclear magnetic resonance measurements
sensitive to orders of magnitude lower characteristic frequen-
cies did not detect a relaxation time divergence at the A phase
boundary [38]. These apparent differences between probes
on different time scales and thermodynamic data indicate the
importance of fluctuations in determining the low-temperature
phase diagram of Sr3Ru2O7, an issue that clearly merits
further experimental and theoretical attention. It will also be
interesting to examine the extent to which realistic models for
Sr3Ru2O7, such as those discussed in Refs. [39–42], contain
features relating to the new data that we have presented here.
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APPENDIX

This Appendix contains some additional data and analysis
that might be helpful for a better understanding of the paper.
Since our work had the principal target to study magnetocaloric
and specific heat below 0.2 K, quantum oscillations were not
carefully analyzed. They are a confirmation of the good quality
of the sample, but the resolution of the data for such analysis
is not comparable with that in specific setups like those used
in Refs. [19,43].

We show in Fig. 5 exemplary raw data of magnetocaloric
sweeps between 5 and 11 T using the quasiadiabatic method. In
this run, we started sweeping up at a temperature of 66 mK and
back from 12 T at a temperature of 75 mK. All data used for the
analysis in the main text had the same starting temperature in up
and down sweeps. In the upper panel, we have plotted the raw
data. It can immediately be seen that the sample temperature
changes strongly inside the critical region, i.e., 7 � μ0H � 9
T, compared to the smooth change outside this region. We
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FIG. 5. In the upper panel we show exemplary raw data of
magnetocaloric sweeps between 5 and 11 T using the quasiadiabatic
method. Strong signatures can be seen at H0, H1, and H2, and a weak
kink at H3 emphasized in Fig. 4(c). Below 7 T and above 9 T, i.e.,
outside the critical region, quantum oscillations are visible on this
data. In the middle panel we show the field derivative of the same
data, which are plotted over 1/H in the lower panel.

observe strong signatures at H0, H1, and H2, and a weak kink
at H3 emphasized in Fig. 4(c). The strong dip at H0 = 7.5 T
is reversible while signatures between H1 and H2 are more
complex to be understood due to possible irreversible heat
introduced by friction between the sample and its mounting
plate and glue, due to large magnetostriction in the region.
The weak signature at H3 is interesting: While entering the B
phase from high fields (blue curve, sweep down), the sample
temperature increases indicating that the entropy of the B phase
is lower than that of the higher field phase. But this changes
dramatically below H2, i.e., entering the A phase, below which
the temperature steeply decreases, pointing to a high-entropy
A phase [7].

Below 7 T and above 9 T, i.e., outside the critical region,
quantum oscillations are visible on this data. In the middle
panel we show the field derivative of the data of the upper panel,
which are plotted over 1/H in the lower panel. The repeatable
oscillations are the result of entropy oscillations with a main
frequency of about 450 T below 7 T (see Fig. 6), already ob-
served in magnetocaloric effect measurements [19], and a main
frequency of 1120 T above 9 T. These oscillations are either
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FIG. 6. Fourier analysis of the data shown in Fig. 5. The main
frequencies are the 456 T in the low-field region and 1120 T in the
high-field region.

absent or of much smaller amplitude betweenH0 andH3. Taken
at face value, this might indicate a Lifshitz transition involving
part of the Fermi surface, but this hypothesis needs to be
checked further. As mentioned above, our setup does not have
the sensitivity to allow a proper analysis of the oscillations.

To illustrate in more detail how we have determined the
points of the phase diagram of Fig. 1, we plot in Fig. 7 some
selected measurements. We have chosen for instance the data
at 7.75 T, plotted in panel (a), which represent the transition
into the A phase. While entering the A phase from high
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FIG. 7. Selected measurements to illustrate in more detail how
the points in the phase diagram of Fig. 1 have been determined. The
lines in panels (b) and (c) mark the logarithmic background that has
been subtracted to obtain Fig. 4(d). Panel (d) emphasizes the strong
logarithmic divergence observed at H0 = 7.5 T for T < T ∗

1 .
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temperatures, �C/T deviates from the high-T logarithmic
behavior showing a sharp increase, a maximum, and then a
flattening to constant values at low T . This reminds us of the
signature of second-order phase transitions and we used a sort
of mean-field equal-entropy construction to estimate TA. The
error bar is the width of this construction. This is, however, not
possible at 7.9 T; see panel (c). Below TA,�C/T still increases
and in this case we estimated the center of the “jump” in �C/T

at TA and its width. While entering the B phase the situation is

somehow different. The high-T logarithmic behavior persists
almost down to TB at which a sharp kink in �C/T is seen.
Below TB, �C/T decreases slowly without saturating. This is
emphasized in Fig. 4(b) and discussed in the main text. Finally,
panel (d) shows the measurement at the QCP at H0 = 7.5 T
to emphasize the strong logarithmic divergence observed for
T < T ∗

1 . We have also plotted the data at 7.7 K to show how
we have determined T ∗ in this data, which is the point at which
�C/T becomes constant.
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